The CSW offers a virtual environment that allows everyone to participate in the various sessions. This year's CSW offers more than 800 events with speakers from all over the world, including three events organized by GWI. Click HERE to register for GWI events.

The CSW68 Forum offers the opportunity to explore hundreds of events and connect with thousands of participants. The UN CSW is the principal global intergovernmental body dedicated to the promotion of gender equality and the empowerment of women. Both segments can be viewed online during the 11-22 March 2024 session. And, follow GWI social media for updates.
The 68th session of the Commission on the Status of Women (CSW68) offers a virtual environment that allows everyone to participate in the UN CSW68 and the CSW68 Forum sessions. The UN CSW68 and the CSW68 Forum offer opportunities to explore hundreds of events and connect with thousands of participants, including events organised by GWI and many organized by GWI affiliates. There is no reason to miss out. Follow the CSW68 sessions live and undisturbed! **Advocacy Idea:** Meet with fellow NFA members or colleagues to watch the sessions live or at a convenient time. Then, follow with discussion and advocacy planning.

**Let’s Go Virtual!**

Access the live stream [HERE](#).  
Register for the NGO CSW68 Forum [HERE](#).  
Register for GWI Parallel Events [HERE](#).